Napkin Theology: A Simple Way To Share Sacred Truth

MIKE HILSON
Discipleship is never quick and easy, but pastors and church leaders are finding that people have little time for in-depth, one-on-one spiritual conversations. How can you make the most of brief bits of conversation here and there, over lunch or at the coffee shop? In Napkin Theology, Mike Hilson shows that you don’t have to spend hours with someone in order to make a significant investment in their discipleship. Each discussion starter includes a simple image you can quickly sketch on whatever is at hand--a digital tablet, the back of a menu, or even a paper napkin. Along with the image, you’ll find an easy-to-communicate explanation, teachable questions, and a more in-depth study of the theological truth it illustrates. Redeem the precious little time you have with disciples and other spiritual seekers and transform those impromptu moments into opportunities for spiritual growth.
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Customer Reviews

When it comes to explaining some essential theological understandings of the Christian faith, I trust this book for building a great foundation with new Christians, as well as explaining some confusion to anyone interested in understanding the Christian faith.I personally have used some illustrations (along with some of my own) in order to develop new and young disciples of Jesus Christ.Worth every penny.

‘Napkin Theology’ is a small book (120 pages) that helps to simplify the understanding of theological
concepts. Some of the topics it covers are very complex, to say that least. They include the trinity, the nature of God, sanctification, eternity, and others. Although these areas cannot be fully covered in just a few short pages, the drawings and discussions in this book contain some great ideas for introducing these subjects. I particularly like the illustrations for the Gospel and grace. This is a worthwhile and thought provoking little book.

I expected to read ideas on leading others to salvation at the lunch table as well as real life follow-up discipleship. However this book goes more into biblical theology to use when discussing our beliefs with others. A new saved believer is going to have experiences that craves for answers to how they apply personally.
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